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Thank you for purchasing Multipedia, Knowledge in Depth.

Installing Multipedia
In Windows 95:
MULTIPEDIA supports the Windows 95 Autorun feature. When you insert MULTIPEDIA into your 
CD drive, a series of dialog boxes will guide you through the installation process.
If this dialog box fails to appear, click on "Autorun.exe" in the root directory of the CD.

In Windows 3.1 and Windows NT
Click "Install.exe" in the CD's root directory.

Using Multipedia
To run Multipedia, just click the MULTIPEDIA icon in the MULTIPEDIA menu. This will take you to 
MULTIPEDIA's main screen. From there, you can access all of MULTIPEDIA's exciting functions.

For help in getting started using MULTIPEDIA, consult the Quick Start Guide. For a video 
overview of the entire product, choose Tour Guide from the opening screen or from the HelpDesk 
menu. For more detailed help, consult the Help file.

Technical Support
For information about our other exciting multimedia products, and technical support, you may 
contact us at:

SoftKey International's technical support hotline
(770) 428-0008

For maximum performace, we suggest you run MULTIPEDIA under Windows '95.  

If you do choose to run MULTIPEDIA under Windows 3.1, please be aware of the following:

You should restart Windows after installing Multipedia.

You may have problems if your computer resolution is set to millions of colors. If this 
happens, close MULTIPEDIA and set your screen resolution to 256 colors.

The Tour Guide may not run from MULTIPEDIA on computers with low memory. If an 
error message is displayed, close MULTIPEDIA and view the Tour Guide directly from the
Tour Guide icon in the Program Manager.  

Notes
Your screen resolution should always be set to "small fonts." This is especially important 
if you're running in Windows 95 with a screen resolution of 800 x 600 or higher.

Word Processor Link - "If you are using this feature, we suggest you set the preferences 
in the MULTIPEDIA preferences menu to "Skip Opening Screen."
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